1. In [6] B. Sz.-Nagy has proved that every operator on a Hilbert space such that is similar to a contraction. Our aim in this note is to give a positive answer to the above question and to extend the result of B. Sz.-Nagy [7] to quasi-compact operators and to operators with compact imaginary part.
2. We use the concept of generalized limit for double sequences. The concept of generalized limit was considered by Mazur and many writers treated the problem of extending it to double sequences. We use here the results obtained by J. D. Hill [2] .
Let (m) 2 be the Banach space of all bounded real or complex sequences x={x itj } with ||x|| =sup lf y \x i9J \. The result of J. D. Hill which we need is the following:
THEOREM. There exist continuous functional L 2 over (m) 2 satisfying the conditions: 
It is easy to see by the translation property of L 2 that T*A T = ^ From these we obtain that U T =QTQ~1 and U s = QSQ" 1 are unitary operators, where Q is the positive square root of A. The theorem is proved.
REMARK. IS it possible to obtain a similar result for operators that do not commute?
3. We consider here the problem of similarity for quasicompact operators and for operators with compact imaginary part.
Recall that an operator T is said to be quasi-compact if there exists a compact operator S and an integer k > 1 such that ||r*-s|| < l. THEOREM 
If T is quasi-compact operator with the property \T n \=o(ri) as n-*co, then T is similar to a contraction.
Proof. Since \\T n \\=o(ri) as n-^co, it follows that {n~xT n } converges weakly to zero and by Lemma 1 [1, p. 709] we conclude that a{T)^{z: \z\ < 1} and every point À G cr(T), |A| = 1 is a simple pole of the resolvent operator of T. From the quasi-compactness of T we have that a(T) n {z: \z \ = 1} is a finite set of eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. The rest of the proof is as in [7] and we omit it.
The class & of operators of Riesz type (which contains the compact operators) was introduced in [5] by A. F. Ruston. Also in [5] Proof. Since A is a selfadjoint operator with uniformly bounded iterates we have that G(A)^(-1, 1) and ||^|| < 1. From this we have that ||!T-LB|| < 1 and therefore T is quasi-compact operator and by Theorem 2, T is similar to a contraction.
